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1 The Kordofanian Languages

The present paper reviews the classi�cation of the Kordofanian languages
of the Nuba mountains of Sudan. Table 1 lists the ca 25 languages sub-
sumed under the label Kordofanian1 in a conventional subclassi�cation and
language/dialect division (Lewis 2009). Table 1 gives names, one or two
common alternative names, ISO-639-3 codes for the languages in question.
It should, however, be noted that a multitude of alternative names, dialect

1Also the Kadu = Kadugli-Krongo = Tumtum group (ca 9 closely related languages also
in the Nuba mountains) were originally included in Kordofanian by Greenberg (1966:149-
160). However, since Schadeberg (1981b,a), who a�rmed the distictness of the Kadu group
in plain terms, they are usually not subsumed under �Kordofanian�. Since this decision is
well-founded � the gender system and lexicon of the Kadu group do not show genetic links
to the other Kordofanian languages � it has been followed here. The status of the Kadu
group will not be discussed in this paper.
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names, pre�x/non-pre�x variants and spelling variants occur as well, and
that most of the names listed below are in fact (originally) place names
rather than glossonyms (for details, see Dabitz 1985; Stevenson 1957; Lewis
2009).

Lewis (2009) cites speaker numbers for all languages but it is not clear
from what the sources are and how recent the data is. Speaker numbers from
older surveys can be found in (Stevenson 1957; Jernudd 1979; N/A 1978b,a,
1979; Patriarchi and Rottland 1996), and for some languages, more recent
survey data, as well as analysis, is given by (Mugaddam 2006, 2008, 2002).
All Kordofanian languages are under pressure from Colloquial Sudanese Ara-
bic but none, except possibly Warnang (see below), is down to the last few
speakers. English is popularly taught in the former SPLA controlled areas
and is increasing as a third language (Mugaddam 2008). The full sociolin-
guistic status for each language is largely irrelevant for the purposes of the
present study and in many cases up-to-date information is lacking. As civil
war in the past decades involved the Nuba mountains, drastic changes in the
sociolinguistic situation may have occurred.

The �rst wordlists from Kordofanian languages to appear in a European
publication were of Schabun of the Heiban group and Takele of the Rashad
group (Rüppell 1829), and a century later short wordlists and some very
rudimentary grammar notes were available for several languages from each
Kordofanian subgroup. Yet the Kordofanian languages are still relatively
understudied, in the sense that there is no detailed reference grammar of any
Kordofanian language, let alone one from each subgroup. For a compehensive
listing of all documentation up to the early 1980s see Dabitz (1985).

The Heiban group is the most well-studied, for which there are missionary
monograph grammars written on Moro (Black and Black 1971) and Heiban
(MacDiarmid 1928)2. There is an on-going extensive �eld-based description
of Rere (a Koalib variety) by Nicholas Quint (CNRS, Paris) from which a
phonology (Quint and Kokko 2006) has appeared so far. A 30-month project
(BCS-0745973) to describe Moro is ongoing at UCSD with a refugee speaker
from Thetogovela. Further, Stevenson (1957) and the derivative Tucker and

2This work on Heiban, which was in fact adjudicated by none other than Diedrich
Westermann, was known to Stevenson (1957:83) and a (partial?) copy turns up in his
Nachlass (Blench 1997). Otherwise, no other researcher seems to have seen this work. The
present author has made several unsuccessful attempts to locate a copy through contacts
with researchers with access to Stevenson's nachlass, Phoebe Macdiarmid's grandson and
the national library of New Zealand.
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Table 1: The (sub-)classi�cation of Kordofanian as standardly presented
since Schadeberg (1981b) with summary notes on descriptive status. There
are [old] published wordlists, preliminary phonology, pronouns, basic typo-
logical data for all languages except Julud. Further, S = Published grammar
sketch (≈ 50 pp.), MSG =Manuscript full grammar (≈ 300 pp.), OS = Pub-
lished (old-ish) grammar sketch, NT = New Testament translation, D = A
full-ish �eld-based description is well under way as of 2010, (N) = The series
of numerals is cognate within this group.

HEIBAN (10)
Eastern (2)

Ko (Fungor/Kau/Nyaro) [fuj]
Warnang (Werni) [wrn]

West-Central (8)
Central (5)

Heiban (Ebang) [hbn] NT S MSS
Laro (Laru) [lro]
Logol (Lukha) [lof]
Utoro (Kawama) [otr] NT S MSG
Koalib (Rere) [kib] NT MSS D

Shwai (Shirumba/Schabun) [shw]
Western (2)

Moro [mor] NT S D
Tira (Kanderma) [tic] MSS

RASHAD (2) (N)

Tegali (Gom/Tingal) [ras] MSS
Tagoi (Orig/Tumale) [tag] OS MSS S

TALODI (9)
Talodi Proper (8) (N)

Talodi (Jomang) [tlo] OS
Nding (Eliri) [eli] OS
Ngile-Dengebu (2)

Dagik (Masakin) [dec] D
Ngile (Daloki) [jle] MSS

Tocho (4)
Acheron [acz]
Lumun [lmd] D
Tocho (Tacho) [taz]
Torona [tqr]

Tegem (Lafofa) [laf] OS MSS (N)

KATLA-TIMA (3) (N)

Katla (2)
Katla [kcr] OS D
Julud [�] D

Tima [tms] D
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Bryan (1966) contain elements of a comparative grammar. Stevenson also
wrote up two grammars, of Tira (150pp) and Utoro (273pp), which are so far
unpublished3. No less than four new testaments have been published which
can serve as raw data for morphosyntactic descriptions. Indeed, Meinhof
(1944) wrote a sketch of Heiban based on gospel texts and there is currently
work at Leiden University based on digitized versions of the New Testa-
ment texts (Stebbins and Ali 1966). Perhaps the most important compar-
ative source is the collection of tentative phonologies, 200-word lists, noun
class system basics for all Heiban languages (Schadeberg 1981d). This work
(Schadeberg 1981d:18-19) is also the only one to contain data on Warnang
from Werni, an outlier village in the southeast. This data, collected from two
transient schoolboys, indicates that Warnang is too di�erent to be a dialect
of the the Fungor/Ko complex as had been previously assumed (Stevenson
1957:100-101), and, indeed, the fragment we know of its noun class system
is quite aberrant from all the better known Heiban languages. Warnang is
also the only Kordofanian language so far to exhibit in�xes for noun plurals.
It would thus be very interesting to see further data from Werni, but despite
inquiries, no information is forthcoming, and the village itself may well have
been dispersed in the wake of the civil war (p.c. Thilo Schadeberg 2007).

For the Talodi group, we have two old sketches (Meinhof 1916c, 1917b)
and the beginnings of a comparative gramar (Stevenson 1957; Tucker and
Bryan 1966). Heleen Smits (Leiden University) is writing a PhD thesis on
Lumun and John van der Elst (Cologne University) is writing a PhD thesis on
Dagik. Apparently, Stevenson (1957:84) collected enough data for a sketch
of Masakin (a Ngile variety), but the whereabouts of these data is not known
to the present author. Again, the most important comparative source is the
collection of tentative phonologies, 200-word lists, noun class system basics
for all Talodi languages (Schadeberg 1981e), which includes a wordlist of
Tegem collected by Robin Thelwall.

For the Rashad group, there are grammar notes (Stevenson 1957; Tucker
and Bryan 1966) and three incomplete sketches of Tagoi varieties (Tutschek
1850; Schadeberg and Elias 1979; Meinhof 1916b) 4. Lewis (2009) and earlier

3They are currently being edited for publication by Thilo Schadeberg and will be pub-
lished by Rüdiger Köppe Verlag (p.c. Thilo Schadeberg 2008).

4Quint and Kokko (2006:226) cites Thilo C. Schadeberg The Rashad Group, 59pp.,
tapuscrit non publié but Thilo Schadeberg (p.c. June 2007) disacknowledges the existence
of such a typescript by him. Also, in the late 19th century, Werner Munzinger had collected
enough data for a Tegali grammar that was subsequently lost (Schadeberg 1987:213).
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editions mention Tingal [tie] as a separate language. This division stems from
a conservative interpretation of Tucker and Bryan (1966:70)'s rendering of
information provided by Stevenson. Stevenson had no �rst-hand data from
Tingal and therefore did could assert that Tingal was a either a separate
language or a dialect of Tegali or of Tagoi Stevenson (1957:103). When an
early version of the Ethnologue was compiled, such cases were rendered as
separate languages, and while some others, such as Tukum and Turum, were
weeded out later, Tingal remained (p.c. Andrew Persson 2009). In July 2009
in Kadugli, I was able to �nd a speaker who had grown up in Tingal and
had excellent command of the language. While I only had the opportunity
to spend an hour or so with him, his speech was nearly identical to the
Rashad and Tegali materials in Stevenson (1957:46-52) and his own listing
of villages whose speech was intelligible versus unintelligble to him matched
the Tagoi/Tegali speaking villages listed by Stevenson perfectly. Based on
this information, we regard Tingal as a Tegali dialect5.

The Katla-Tima group too, is subject to grammar notes (Stevenson 1957;
Tucker and Bryan 1966) and an old sketch for Katla (Meinhof 1917a) (and
even transcribed songs in Heinitz 1917). A team lead by by Gerrit Dimmen-
daal, University of Cologne) is documenting Tima, from which a substantial
amount of data has already appeared (Alamin Mubarak 2009; Dimmendaal
2009b). Recent �eldwork on Katla has revealed that Katla and Julud are not
mutually intelligible wherefore they should be regarded as separate languages
(p.c. Birgit Hellwig 2006). Modern descriptive grammars are in progress for
Katla & Julud (by Birgit Hellwig, LaTrobe University, Melbourne).

It should be remembered that the Kordofanian languages are not the only
languages at home in the Nuba mountains � quite the opposite � there are
upwards 20 more languages spoken there with considerable genealogical di-
versity6. Indigenous also to the Nuba mountains are the three Temeinian lan-
guages (Blench 2007), the two Nyimang (Stevenson et al. 1992) languages and
the nine or so Kadu languages (Dafalla 2006). Further, incursions of two lan-
guages of the Daju family (Thelwall 1981; Boyeldieu 2010; Stevenson 1962)
and some �ve languages of the Nubian family (Jakobi and Kümmerle 1993)
are represented since long in the Nubas, and, of course, since recently, Col-

5A motion to adjust the corresponding iso-639-3 entries accordingly is underway by
Andrew Persson (p.c. August 2009).

6All �ve families Temeinian, Nyimang, Kadu, Daju and Nubian are often held to be
genetically related at a deep level in various constellations of �Nilo-Saharan�. The validity
of this hypotheses is, however, beyond the scope of this paper.
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loquial Sudanese Arabic is spoken natively (Thelwall and Schadeberg 1984).
It is capricious to give a fair overview of typological features when the

amount and quality of data varies so much. Nevertheless, the following broad
outlines may be of some bene�t to the reader.

Phonologically, like all historically adjacent languages, Kordofanian lan-
guages typically have 2-3 tonemes, perhaps 4 in Tegem, though the functional
load of tone need not be high. Typically one �nds one retro�ex stop and
perhaps a retro�ex �ap, but not a whole constrasting series of retre�exes.
Basic consituent order has been claimed to be SVO for virtually all Heiban
and Talodi languages for which we have data, except Tegem which is clearly
verb-�nal. However, one may be betrayed here by elicited example sentences,
because, on closer inspection, Tira and Utoro (Heiban group) as well as Dagik
(Talodi group) also show VSO alternation with SVO. Both Tagele and Tagoi
(Rashad group) are SOV. Further, while both Katla and Tima have been
cited as SVO previously, following new �eld data Tima is analysed not as
SVO, but as a pragmatically conditioned free word order language (Dim-
mendaal 2008, 2009b). Most, if not all, Kordofanian languages prefer head-
modi�er order and use prepositions. Su�xes are common for case-marking.
At least Moro in the Heiban group is known to have a minimal-augmented
pronoun system (Kossmann 2004:17-25, Black and Black 1971:Chapter 4:8-
9), and attested 1p pl inclusive/exlusive forms, variation in attested forms,
as well as admitted pronoun elicitation di�culties, make the suspicion likely
that at least the Heiban and Talodi languages have minimal-augmented sys-
tems.

Perhaps the most intriguing feature of the Kordofanian languages is the
presence of noun-class systems, and their implications for the genealogical
history of the Kordofanian languages and beyond. That is, reminiscent of
the more well-known Bantu languages, each noun typically takes one speci�c
pre�x in the singular and another pre�x speci�c in the plural and concordial
pre�xes appear (in varying degrees) on adjectives, demonstratives and verbs.
All the Heiban and Talodi group languages have the noun classes whereas the
situation is mixed in the Rashad group. The Tagoi cluster has noun classes
while the Tegali cluster we �nd little trace of them. Crucially, the Tegali and
Tagoi languages are clearly related in the basic lexicon, so the Rashad group
is indubitably coherent (Stevenson 1957:46, MacDiarmid and MacDiarmid
1931:153). Investigations of Katla and Tima has failed to reveal any noun
classes, i.e., synchronically, there are no noun classes that are di�erentiated
through agreement. Nonetheless, di�erent pre�xing plural strategies, and the
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hypothesis that Katla-Tima are related to the other Kordofanian languages
� which do have noun classes as de�ned by agreement � has lead to the
speculation that Tima once had a noun class system (Dimmendaal 2010,
2009a). At present, however, the hypothesis that Katla-Tima and the other
Kordofanian languages are genetically related has not been substantiated by
evidence, and there is nothing internally in the plural formation strategies
in Tima that suggests noun class origins. The noun class systems will be
considered in more detail below, where we especially discuss the question of
cognacy between the di�erent branches.

2 The Classi�cation of the Kordofanian Lan-

guages

2.1 History

A full history of the classi�cation of Kordofanian can be found in Dabitz
(1985) and Stevenson (1957) and need not be repeated here. We will merely
recall the milestones relevant to the present discussion with some critical
remarks.

1. Probably the �rst attempt to place (some) Kordofanian languages in a
wider context is Latham (1848:197-202) who places both Tegali-Tumale
(Rashad group) and Schabun (Heiban group) in his �Nubian class of
languages� which encompassed a variety of languages of present-day
Sudan7. Linguistic evidence for a genetic family of this Nubian class of
languages is not provided.

2. Early in the century, the well-known Africanist Carl Meinhof made a
research trip to Kordofan province where he was able to gather and pub-
lish data on no less than 40 varieties from the Nuba mountains area (for
a listing, see Dabitz 1985). In this series of articles, all Nuba mountain
languages were classi�ed either as Nubian, Pre�x or Sudanic. Thus,
the Kordofanian languages with noun classes (�pre�xes�), i.e., various
Heiban and Talodi varieties, Tagoi from the Rashad group as well as

7In modern terminology and divisions, these are Fur, various Nubian and Hill Nubian
varieties, Dinka and Schilluk of West Nilotic and Rüppell's Dar Fertit (= Kara of Central
Sudanic).
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the Kadu languages, were classed together in one group and it was sur-
mised that this group must have links to Bantu and Fulani because of
the noun classes. On the other hand, Katla, Tima and Tagele from the
Rashad group were classi�ed as �Sudanic�, i.e., along with a large num-
ber of other classless languages in the Sahel area (Meinhof 1916a). This
kind of classi�cation was meant by Meinhof to be a genealogical one,
although also cultural and racial factors weighed in heavily. In modern
terms, however, if anything, it amounts to a typological classi�cation,
with little genealogical validity.

3. In 1930-31 the Sudan Government commissioned the New Zealand mis-
sionary couple Phoebe and Donald MacDiarmid, at the time working
at Heiban, to undertake a survey of the the whole Nuba area for three
months in 1930-31. Out of this survey, a classi�cation including minus-
cule wordlists from the main languages was published (MacDiarmid and
MacDiarmid 1931)8. This is the �rst classi�cation on purely linguistic
grounds and recognizes no less than 10 distinct families, corresponding
to Kordofanian groups Heiban, Talodi Proper, Tegem, Rashad, Katla-
Tima and (precisely) to the above mentioned non-Kordofanian Daju,
Nubian, Temeinian, Nyimang and Kadu.

4. Greenberg (1950:389-390) asserted the Kordofanian unity (including
Heiban, Talodi Proper & Tegem, Rashad, Katla-Tima and Kadu) on
the grounds of �a fair measure of fundamental vocabulary resemblance
among the groups� and �agreement in certain speci�c morphologic fea-
tures� but cites only resemblant 1st & 2nd person pronouns and seven
singular-plural pre�x pairs arbitrarily selected from the �ve branches.
As for the Niger-Congo connection, Greenberg (1950:393) merely notes
that �The very fact of the existence of noun of classes for singular and
plural in Niger-Congo and Kordofanian is indicative of possible further
connections, since such formations are rare elsewhere in the world�.

5. On the contrary, (Stevenson 1957:97, Stevenson 1964:128-129, 79-88,
98-102, Stevenson 1975) who had gathered data himself on nearly
all Nuba mountains languages (Jakobi 1995; Blench 1997) recognized

8A longer manuscript with the full wordlists and sentences was deposited in the library
at the University of Khartoum (Stevenson 1971:18). Since the library was not open during
my brief visit to Khartoum in July 2009 I was unable to verify the existence of these
materials.
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only the low-level groups as of the MacDiarmids. While he metic-
ulously noted all lexical and grammatical similarities, including the
parallel with Bantu noun classes, any wider genetic groupings were left
unasserted. Tucker and Bryan (1956:146-148) using Stevenson's data
and just as aware of Greenberg's ideas, did essentially the same.

6. Greenberg (1966:149-160) is a much more aggressive version of Green-
berg (1950:389-390), where the cited evidence for the internal coherence
of Kordofanian (including Heiban, Talodi Proper & Tegem, Rashad,
Katla-Tima and Kadu) in extended to include also a 3rd pronoun and
thirteen, instead of seven, singular-plural pre�x pairs. Furthermore,
miscellaneous resemblances in plural morphology, noun classes and 52
lexical items between Kordofanian and Niger-Congo, are used to con-
clude that Kordofanian is related to Niger-Congo.9

7. Finally, Schadeberg took up after Greenberg and, having surveyed the
Kordofanian languages himself, developed a much more serious case
for the classi�cation of Kordofanian (Schadeberg 1981b). Greenberg's
four groups Heiban, Talodi (including Lafofa), Rashad and Katla-Tima
were kept, but Kadu was taken out. Suggested proto-forms for noun
class pre�xes of Heiban, Talodi (including Lafofa) and Rashad were
laid out together with suggested semantics for the noun classes, in
order both to show the unity of Kordofanian and its genetic relation
to Niger-Congo. Lexical evidence played a minor, if any, role at all10.

9It should be noted that Greenberg was convinced already by 1948 that Kordofanian
and Niger-Congo were related, as per the following quote Greenberg (1948:25): �Yet the
conclusion is inescapable that the class pre�xes and su�xes found in such impressive,
but discontinuous distribution from Senegal to Kordofan, and which are clearly related
to Bantu, must be part of the general Sudanic inheritance and cannot be a result of
borrowing.� Nevertheless, many of the resemblances, e.g., Lafofa t-/k-, adduced in the
1963 version is from data that appeared after 1948! Just like many aspects of Greenberg's
Amerind classi�cation, the classi�cation of Kordofanian was (partly?) pre-conceived, and
the data �lled in later (Campbell and Poser 2008:267-268).

10Cf., e.g., the following wording:

Data from wordlists and short grammatical descriptions make it clear that
at least the �rst three [of four � HH] branches of Kordofanian have a noun
class system (marked by pre�xes), which may be taken as evidence for genetic
relationship (i.e., common origin) with the large Niger-Congo language family.
Lexical evidence for this relationship remained very limited in the early 1990s
(Schadeberg 2006:233-234).
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The same ideas, albeit in more abbreviated and cautious words, were
kept in later publications (Thelwall and Schadeberg 1984; Schadeberg
1989, 1994, 2006). Although Schadeberg does not explicitly trace his
inspiration to Stevenson, Stevenson (1964:82-83) had already stressed
the non-conformity of the Kadu group and its gender-pre�x system
and tabulated the essential noun class form-meaning pairs among the
Heiban, Talodi, Lafofa and Rashad groups.

Subsequent writers have followed Schadeberg's classi�cation albeit with
some reservations (Möhlig 1983; Bendor-Samuel 1994, 1986; Bendor-Samuel
and Williamson 2003; Olson 2004; Williamson and Blench 2000).

2.2 The Present Perspective

We will re-examine the case both for the Kordofanian unity and the relation
to Niger-Congo, starting from its most re�ned form in Schadeberg (1981b)
and taking into account data that has appeared in the meantime. It is
instructive to �rst review the non-controversial groups and their status.

Heiban: Internally, the Heiban branch is above 40% related lexicostatis-
tically, and a fair amount of lexical proto-forms, and noun-class pre-
�x pairs can be linked by regular sound correspondences (Schadeberg
1981d). Though there is a question mark here and there, these are
generally convincing, even for Warnang, which appears to lack many
of the proto-classes11.

Narrow Talodi: Internally, the Narrow Talodi branch is clearly related with
lexicostatistical �gures in the range 44-47%. A fair amount of lexical
proto-forms, and noun-class pre�x pairs can be linked by regular sound
correspondences (Schadeberg 1981e). Though there is a question mark
here and there, these are generally convincing.

11A special case is Laro, which is 90% lexicostatistically cognate with Heiban but
shares no noun-class pairing with Heiban or the rest of the languages at all (Schade-
berg 1981d:147-149)! The Laro story is that this was done deliberately to confuse their
neighbours (Schadeberg 1981c). There appears to be no convincing alternative to this
story.
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Lafofa: Lafofa is a single language with a little dialectal diversi�cation
(Stevenson 1957:102, 43-46, Schadeberg 1981e:15). Noun classes are
present.

Rashad: The Rashad group comprises to dialect clusters which are clearly
related in their lexicon, including, e.g., numerals (Latham 1848:199,
MacDiarmid and MacDiarmid 1931:153, Stevenson 1957:46). The cu-
rious fact is that the Tagoi dialect cluster has a full-�edged allitera-
tive concord noun-class system while the Tegali cluster has no trace
of a noun class system. The question is thus if there was an origi-
nal noun-class system common to both that was subsequently lost in
the Tegali cluster, or, if originally there was none and the Tagoi clus-
ter acquired them later (presumably under in�uence from neighbouring
Heiban group noun class languages). Stevenson (1957:40, 102) favoured
the theory that the Tagoi cluster acquired them, since, in addition to
the pre�x class-markers in Tagoi, both clusters share a plural mark-
ing su�x -Vn. Schadeberg (1981b:121) on the other hand, deemed the
acquisition of a noun-class system much less probable than the loss of
it, and objected to the lack of an identi�ed donor language. No new
perspectives or descriptive data has appeared to resolve the question.

Katla-Tima: As observed above, the Katla branch consists of two very
closely related languages, which, in turn, are related to the single lan-
guage Tima. The two branches are fairly diverse12, exhibiting, e.g.,
di�erent sets of numeral roots, but the case for the two being related is
convincing (Stevenson 1957:190-191). One theory is that the divergence
of Tima is partly the result of a deliberate manipulation (Dimmendaal
2009b). There are no noun classes (Meinhof 1917a; Alamin Mubarak
2009).

Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of Schadeberg's contribution is the
re�ned case for a Kordofanian unity as well as its relation to Niger-Congo,
via form-meaning correspondences in noun class pre�xes. We will now go on
to discuss the (parts of) this hypothesis in detail.

12According to Schadeberg (1989:71) they share as much as 50% of their basic vocabu-
lary.
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2.3 The Position of Katla-Tima

Since no noun classes are attested in the Katla-Tima group, all that has
been adduced in support of a genetic relation with the other Kordofanian
languages is the lexical evidence remaining from Greenberg (1966:149-160).
The evidence presented by Greenberg for Katla-Tima is extremely slight: in
the 1950 version only the pre�x-pairs Katla b/- and Tima g/- are cited, while
in the 1963 version no pre�x-pairs are cited, though instead a 2nd person
pronoun Katla-Tima a13 and a Katla 3rd person pronouns u is cited.
Among the 52 Kordofanian-Niger-Congo lexical parallels cited in the 1963
version, only 9 involve Katla or Tima (or both). Needless to say, 2 pronoun
forms and 9 lexical items do not stand a chance of passing tests of random
resemblances, and, in any case, similar amounts of lookalikes can be found
with languages outside Kordofanian (Stevenson 1964:100, Blench 2006b,a).
Therefore, there is no convincing case for a Katla-Tima grouping neither
with Kordofanian nor with Niger-Congo. Likewise, Dimmendaal (2009a)'s
new attempt at �nding parallels directly with Niger-Congo, is unconvincing
in that chance resemblances are not ruled out.

2.4 The Lafofa-Talodi Relationship

Schadeberg (1981e), following Greenberg (1950:390), further argued that
Lafofa is (most closely) related to the Narrow Talodi group citing noun class
parallels and lexical evidence (lexicostatistical �gues in the range of 13-25%
between Lafofa and various Narrow Talodi languages are cited (Schadeberg
1981e:87)). However, he is well aware that the noun-class and lexical paral-
lels involving Lafofa are much less secure than those in Narrow Talodi, cf. the
following quote:

The relatively isolated position of Tegem (Lafofa) has been obvi-
ous at all stages of comparison. It must be pointed out here that
this has certainly given our reconstructions a Narrow TALODI
bias. The di�erence between Tegem and NT is also striking in
areas that fell outside the present study, most notably syntax (cf.
Tucker and Bryan 1966:287). A primary split between Tegem and
NT seems to be a well-founded hypothesis. Indeed, we may ask on

13Newer data shows the correct Tima form to have a long a: aa (Alamin Mubarak
2009:148).
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what grounds Tegem should be classi�ed with the other TALODI
languages. I have adopted this hypothesis from Greenberg (1950)
who �nds these two units "quite close" (p. 189, n.4). Most earlier
authors have seen "Lafofa" as occupying an isolated position. For
instance, Stevenson (1956-57;41:45) regards lexical resemblances
with NT as borrowings and treats them on a par with loanwords
from Shilluk. Tucker and Bryan (1966:270) regard Lafofa as a
Single unit and classity it together with HEIBAN and Narrow
TALODI as one Larger Unit. Although a comprehensive subclas-
si�cation of Kordofanian is outside the scope of the present study
I am convinced that Greenberg's position is the correct one, i.e.
Tegem (Lafofa) is closer to (Narrow) TALODI than to any other
group or branch of Kordofanian. This is not only supported by
lexical resemblances but also by, e.g., their sharing labial conso-
nants as pre�xes for classes 1 (*b-) and 6 (*m-). (Schadeberg
1981e:158)

The evidence from noun classes for relating Lafofa and Narrow Talodi
noun classes is laid out in a detailed comparison, with many comments and
reservations in Schadeberg (1981e:112-129). An important concern is that,
at the time, not even one Talodi language was known well enough for us to
know what, if anything, is the semantic content of a certain pre�x-paired
class. The semantics of a noun class was therefore gauged by Schadeberg
(1981e:112-129) on the basis of which words from a 200-word list belonged to
the respective class. This has the e�ect that, since relatively few words serve
to delineate the noun-class semantics, signi�cant chance and uncertainty ef-
fects enter into the equation. As one scrutinizes the reported comparisons
involving Lafofa, it will be seen that far from all noun classes posited for
Proto-Talodi have unambiguous support in Lafofa, as summarized in Tables
2 and 3.

As for the lexical evidence, Schadeberg (1981e:130-154) reconstructs some
158 cognate sets for proto-Talodi, 68 of which involve a Lafofa form. Of the
68 Lafofa cognates, 18 are regarded by Schadeberg as doubtful, and thus the
remaining 50 as secure. These lexical cognate sets are reproduced in Tables
4 and 5.

Of the 50 cognates regarded as non-doubtful, some 12 are one-vowel (or
diphthong) only matches (cow, egg, eye, fat, �re, guts, root, thorn, warm,
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Proto-Gender Semantics Status
*b-/(y-) �personal� Not found in Lafofa
*b-/g- �tree� No semantically matching word(s) in

Lafofa
*w-/g- cow, goat, meat OK
*j-/g- belly, breast,

eye, neck, tooth
Requires irregular correspondence NT j-
∼ Lafofa t”-/t-

*j-/m- bone, egg, head Requires irregular correspondence NT j-
/Ø ∼ Lafofa t”-/t-

*d”-/r- horn, root, thorn Requires slightly irregular correspondence
NT d” ∼ Lafofa t”-/d- and an arbitrary
choice in the NT gender of root

*d”-/n- hole, leaf,
tongue

Not clearly attested

*d-/n- hair, louse Not clearly attested in Lafofa
*g-/n- knee, road Not attested in in Lafofa
*g-/w- ear, moon Phonologically corresponding gender k-/l-

exists in Lafofa but without matching se-
mantics.

*ts-/ñ- hand, leg Not found in Lafofa
*-/ñ- bird, �sh Not found in Lafofa

Table 2: Assessments by the author on paired noun classes assigned to proto-
Talodi on the basis of Narrow Talodi (NT) and Lafofa evidence as of Schade-
berg (1981e:112-129).

water, wind, year), some 19 are one-consonant matches14 (bone, die, dog, eat,
fear, �ower, �y, bark, dirt, meat, say, tongue, tooth, goat, hand, name, pull,
rain), and in 12 other the match is not entirely convincing formally or se-
mantically (branch, gazelle, give, fog, many, heart, scratch, suck, clean, nail,
smooth, head). The remaining seven (left(side), road, who, count, snake,
squeeze) are good multi-consonant matches, but may, of course, include loans.
Without many secure cognate sets, it is di�cult to �nd regular corresponces.
However, a good candidate is the loss of �nal -k in Lafofa, with up to six
witnesses (dog, year, goat, guts, fat, �re). In addition, this correspondence

14Some di�erent words, see especially those involving r, do not have consistent corre-
spondences.
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Proto-Gender Semantics Status
*b- earth, sand, fog,

cloud, sun
Only potential Lafofa matches are cloud
= mist and sun with irregular p/b alter-
nation

*j- fog, salt, sun Only potential Lafofa matches are fog =
smoke

*d”- �re OK
*n- night Not found in Lafofa
*g- bark, name,

wind
Requires irregular correspondence NT g-
∼ Lafofa c”-/k-

* blood, dirt, fat,
water, . . .

OK, but some Lafofa items have an irregu-
lar correspondence NT - ∼ Lafofa -/ñ-

Table 3: Assessments by the author on singleton noun classes assigned to
proto-Talodi on the basis of Narrow Talodi (NT) and Lafofa evidence as of
Schadeberg (1981e:112-129).

is attractive since Lafofa appears to be more tonal (Schadeberg 1981e:76-
84) the other Kordofanian languages. This suspicion cannot, at present, be
followed up with more and carefully tone-analysed data.

gloss proto-form Jomang Nding Dengebu Ngile Tocho Tegem

bark n. -idi, g-/? g-éák l-iñ�ñi; k-/m- k@óí k-íói/w-úói k-ánjak/n- c-iíri
bone -amma(ña), j-/m- j-ímâ/m-

úmâ
c-Úmme/m-
mwE; c-
úmâyñ/ �m-
mâyñ

ts-ámmE/m- s-úmmE/m- cí-/mOña t-�Úám-
i/m�Úám

branch -ig, d”-/r- g-OOpîk/l- t”-ík/t- - -�Eéóú/n- =
'root'

t”-�E�Ere/l-;k-
úúrE/(w)-

t-i/r-i-ig�O

clean -ili = Ar. -aattî, t- =
'good'

- -�Olííli, y-,
k- [i∼ �] =
'smooth'

Od”iiri, g- b-íli-li =
'good'

count -daaand = Ar. tááándu!
[u∼ wa]

- táándu! �Od�Oaand”e! nd”á-nd”á-
d”a!

cow -ai, w-/-g w-E/k-E p�oy/c�E w-a/örr�gÚ wá/c�E - ai/k-ai
die -i()o í�O p-�íO ba-

íO∼ BáyO
�O-nnO p-íOk

˚
uñwi

dirt -ari, - = Ar. -aanu-írí,
t-

- -@óeccá∼
a#dEEleccá, -

O�Oruk, g- -aó�E

dog d”-/r- d”-�Úk/r- pOak/aabÚk;
p(F)ôk/ááB�Úk

-ááu/n”- t”-ékEElú/l- t”-á(w)uk
˚
/l- b-éEpú/éErú

eat -ragu rágû! lOg�O! r�@gÚ! lagÚ! OOrÚgí; Báá-
rúgO

rî(k
˚
)!

egg -u(w)i, j-/m- jî/m- c-wûy/m-;
c-�Oeñ/mw-

ts-úúwí/m- sî/m-wî c-íi/m- t”-�Ú�ÚwE-
y/m-�Ú�ÚwE-y

eye -iig, j-/g- -a(a)jíik
˚
/ñ- c-íik/k-; c-

î/k
t”s-íígí/k- sígi/x-íígi; s-

igi/h-íígí
c-îk

˚
/k- t”-í�-í/c-

fat -aag, - -áak -áak; �âk
˚

-á �-â -áak -�EE-�Ey
fear -Ciira B�O-lasar p-ana-

dEErá
- h�Ok�O-n�E�ErE B�O�O-nija ... d”wíiri

continued on next page
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continued from previous page
�re -ig, d”- d”-ík/r- t”-ík t”-í t”-í t”-îk t”-íi-í
�ower -ulo, j-/m- = Ar. c-ÚlO/m- - t”-ÚÚóE/l- =

'fruit'
- t”-�Ú∼ t”-

�Ú�Úl-�/m- =
'seed'

�y v. -biiru ? baa-bííóu =
'bird'

g-Ú�ÚrÚ =
'bird'

-bíírú =
'bird'

púllú!; kú-
bullu [k∼ h]

B-íllO ... bóía

fog -uuri, j- j-áóíígÚ =
'cloud'

c-�Ú�Úl� - p@sullE k-úrúbe =
'cloud, dust'

c-ÚÚr-í =
'smoke';
buulu =
'cloud'

gazelle -obog -�Oñ�Egad”E, j- -aB�Úya, y- Od”�OBat”t”E t”ábát”t”E, yaa-
d”abát”t”E

úb
˚
b
˚
aad”E [d”∼

ð]
(káa) nd�Ey

give -j- or -ts- (í)nd”í(ír)!
'give me
(water)'

nj�E! = 'give
me'

g�E! = 'give
me'

ad”i [d”∼ ð] Oy�Ed”í = 'give
me'

kélé; ... jEn

goat -emig, w-/g- Úm�k/g@m�k �E�Emîk/kímik mwe/k@mi wúúmi/kími umi/lijok EEmi/kEmi
guts -utsug, d”-/n- g-úsûk/l-,

w-/m-
t-ÚjÚk/n-
[j∼ c]

- núu; d”-ú/n”-
ú

n-Ekkúk
˚

t”-u/r-u

hand tS-/ñ s-�Ú�Úfwî/ñ- c-ibi/ñ-; k-
/ámmâ =
'arm'

ts-�Ú�Úwí/n”-
= 'arm'

�-gwî/ñ-
�Úg(w)î [i∼ �]

c-águ∼ c-
úgÚ/ñ�ägu∼
ñ�ÚgÚ

k�Ú�Úm-
í/�ÚÚm-í

head -ats, j-/m j-âs/m- c-a/m-aaga;
c-â/m-

ts-ááí/m- s-â/m- c-âk
˚
/m- d-r�O�O+t-a-

y/m-�Or�O+m-
a-y

heart igi, j-/m- or g- j-î/m- c-ígî/m- ts-íígí/m- #d-áága/n- c-ígik/m�@gik t”-ííl-í/kíí-
ga

left(side) -gule -ÚgÚlE, s- -ag�ÚlE, c- - kúúl�E kúrE kúl�
many -ummi? -ímma, y- -íccô, y- -�OOg�O, b-, y-,

n;
-úmmu, y-,
w-

-Od”�Ú�ÚBOk, g-,
m-

dítÚ@; t�óuw@

meat -abats, w-/g- ábás, g- áábâ/kábâ w-áábí/k-
ábí

w-ááb�/k-íb� k-/íínak k-w�E�El-i [l∼
∼ ñ]

nail -awi, g-/w- g-áár�@li/l- k-/áádEdE; k-
/ár�E�Erî

g
˚
-ááwí/w- x-�EnjE/w- k-âw-/w- k-ÚÚ+g-a-

y/ÚÚ+w-a-y
name -aria, g- g-áríâ k-alaa() k-arna/w- k-alanga/w- k-árna/w- g-urwa
pull -bi ... (?) ááóu! pítya - aad”u! Úd”íí! mbíi!
rain n. -anir, b- b�Eîr =

'snake'
pEnE =
'snake'

p-�@nnE p-�n��lE =
'snake'

p-an�E k-áll�O-y =
'sky'

road -ad”d”ir, g-/n- d”-Oa/�r-ba k-/áád”î k-áát”�@k/n- k-at”t”íílE/w- k-át”t”i/n- t-íât”E/m-
root -agats, d”-/r d”�Oas/r- k-áád”î k-áát”�@k/n- k-at”t”íílE/w- k-át”t”i/n- t”-a-aga/r-a-

y
say -r-? ííri! ÚÚga! g

˚
ááru! sOmmÚ! =

'speak'
Oj�Emmí! =
'speak'

ríjí!

scratch -guwar-(?) gááBu! tÚyÚBâ!∼
tÚywa!

- kxráágÚ!;
h�Oxrá

OjEráágí! ... war

smooth -liili? -EEr�E -aññik/y- - -�Olííl� =
'clean'

-�Oóííói, p- p-ímíjÚ lí,
p-ímíjÚ óilli

snake -anir b�@�Er/áá- =
'rain'

pEnE/aanE =
'rain'

- p@-/n��l@ =
'rain'

tEEóE/n- w-�E(�E)l-i/k-
[l∼ ]

squeeze -rugg- rúkku! kO�Owa! - kOóEnnu!; h�O-
ñÚgOOl�O

ur(u)kí! rúgwí-t”a!

suck -mu(gg) = Ar. aayÚ! ts-ígi s-igi c-ígi p-úuwí
thorn -a(g)i, d”-/r- - - t”í/rí t”úgi/lúgi - dai/rai
tongue -(V)lVe, d”-/n- d”uluE/láláE t�Úl�Ú�E/nálá�E;

t”-�Úl�ÚE/r-;
t”-�Úl�Ú�E/t-

t”-úlúE/r- t”-�ÚlÚE/l- t”-�Úr�ÚE/l-;
-úri/ñ-

l-íá-i

tooth -iñi, j-/g- j-íñi/g- c-�E�Eñî/k-íñî
[c∼ ky]

ts-ínní/k- s-ínni/k- c-íñik/k- t-ayñ/k-; t”-
�EE-í/k-

warm -uttsu -ússû, - -úccû, - -ippá, - -óóu, -, y- -úyyu, - b-�ÚÚ-li
wash -gojgi ? g�Occi! E�Emwa! - k�OzgEEr�O Od”ÚÚGí! g�Újwí-t”a!
water -ir, - -ír ñ-í; -í -éér(@k

˚
) -�E�El�E -í ñ-íí

what? nde -y� ñEmmí ... �E;
íígâ

yOOka yaagá índi �nd�E

who? ambi ámbi aaphí .. m�;
EEb

˚
í

á�O OObi Ot”t”í ámbut�E

wind -u(w)i, g- g-ána k-aná g-ána - k-wî k-íyyÚ k-�Úw�El-i
year -iigV, j-? d”-áB�Úk/r- c-iigu/m- - t”-oobo/l- t”-ÚBÚk/l- j-ííE (pl.)

Table 4: The 50 non-doubtful proto-Talodi cognate sets involving Lafofa
adapted from Schadeberg (1981e).
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gloss proto-form Jomang Nding Dengebu Ngile Tocho Tegem

arm -amma, g-/n- g-áman/l- k-/ummu;
k-/ám(m)â
= 'hand'

ts-uuwi/n- =
'hand'

�gwî/ñ�Úgî =
'hand'

k-ámma/n-
= 'wing'

t”-�Owáa-áy/r-
�OOóy

continued on next page
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continued from previous page
belly -arag, j-/g- j-áárÚ@k/g-

árÚ@k
c-áárik/m-;
c-áárâk/k-
árâk

ts-aarÚak
˚
/k- s-@r@h/m-;

s�@rû/m-
c-áárak

˚
/k-

árak
t”-�ÚÚr-i/k-
�Ú(�Ú)r-�Ú-ga

bird -VdVbi, -/ñ- búúrî/árBi p-, -
�Ú�ÚBE/ñáá-
riBE

-umand”í/n”- -
�Er�Ebi/ár�Ebi;
J -@r@Bî/n-

p-úóúBE/w- p-l��yE-y/á-
liiyE-y

black -uñi -úñi, d- -�End�, t-; -
índî, t-

-�O�OBOOBO, w-
/k-; -�Únní,
k- = 'blue'

-�Úñ(ñ)i, k-,
w-

-ûñ, k- b-ii-li

blood -ittsug, - -íísuk -íruk -�E�Eóú -�E�Eru -íccOk ñ-íi-í
blow -gwo úBû! EErÚ - kÚÚð�! [k∼

h]
�OOgO! lúd”Úy!; lúi

clothing -aad”ia, ?/n- d-ééd”a/l-
[d”∼ ð]

t-aad”ia/n-;
t-aaðEa/n-

k-áád”ía/w- k-aaða/w- k-aaðia/n- lÚaarí∼ láár

drink -yagu yígu! EEgu!∼
i�E�Egu! =
'eat (except
meat)'

íígu! ágÚ! ikkí; B-ikkÚ cÚ��!

�sh -/-ñ and b-/(y) -ááBE/ñ- k-/ááBE -ááBE/n”- -aabE/ñ-;
-ááB�E/n-

p-
íááBE/yááBE

p-aa/aa-i

green -ojji -îs, d- =
'blue'

-aayi(k
˚
),

d- = 'blue;
'new?'

-�O�Otsi, k- =
'yellow'

-�O�Oi, k-∼ x-,
w-

�Occi, g- b-íd”íli-lli

horn -ibig, d”-/r- d”-�ÚBík/r-
@Bîk

t-�Ú�ÚBîk/n-;
t”-�EBîk

˚
/-

t”-úúB�Eóik
˚
/r-

[k
˚
∼ ∼ O]

t”-�Ú�Úbi/l-íbi
[b∼ B]

t”-úúBE/l-�@BE t”-û-í/r-

leg/foot -agag, ts-/ñ- s-ágâk/ñ- =
'leg'

c-ígâk/ñ-; c-
ág�Ok

˚
/m� =

'leg'

ts-�Eg�E/n”-
�Egá = 'leg'

�-g�@/ñ-�@g�@; �-
/n-

k-íjú
gO+gak/n-
íjú nO+gak

l-iE-y∼ l-ia-
ga = 'leg'

moon -aanug, g-/w- g-áánOk/l- k-/áánu(k
˚
) k-íína/w- k-�O�OnO/w- k-/íínak k-w�E�El-i [l∼

∼ ñ]
mouth -o, d”-/r- d”-�O()/r- t-�O/n-; t-

/náá-r
t”-
�Ú(�Ú)g�ÚóO/r-

t”-O/l- [O∼ Ú∼
5]

t”�O/l- k-�E�E-i/éé-
i; k-añ/Eñ

new -ajje -ássE, d- -ááy�E =
'green'

-attsE∼
aatsE, t”-

-ááE, k- -aají∼ aají,
g-, n-

p-�E�Eli-li

river -aabats, d”-/r- d”-ááBas/r- k-/�Ú�Úr�Úk - t”-aabo/l- =
'riverbed'

k-�E�Elu/l- t”-Úwaa-yt/r-
OOwa-yt”

tail -id”ig, d”-/r- d”úú-d”îk/r�@- t�Ú�Ú-d”îk/níí-;
t”-úúd”î/m-

ts-ándúlE/m- s-ilít”t”i/m-
Elít”t”i

k-�Úd”ik/l-
�@d”ik

t”w-íi/r-

white -VbbVg -ííBûk, d- -�EB
˚
B
˚
î, d- -�Ob

˚
b
˚

Ú, g- -abácca, k- -�ppOk, k-
[pp∼ b

˙
b
˙
]

b-ÚÚ-li

Table 5: The 18 doubtful proto-Talodi cognate sets involving Lafofa adapted
from Schadeberg (1981e).

2.5 The Unity of Kordofanian

Three lines of argument, going back to Greenberg (1950) and subsequently
sifted by Stevenson (1964)15 and Schadeberg (1981d,e), have been put for-
ward for the unity of Kordofanian, namely, the noun class systems, the pro-
nouns and the lexicon.

As noted already, the lexical evidence is not impressive. The relatively
small number of lookalikes so far published (Greenberg 1966:149-160) are
not proto-forms from the respective branches but arbitrarily selected from
di�erent branches. Already, Stevenson (1964:100) (cf. Latham 1848:199's
parallels between Rashad and Cushitic) showed that similar amounts of such
lexical resemblances can also be found with neighbouring non-Kordofanian

15And various unpublished comparative materials (Blench 1997), especially concerning
lexicon.
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languages. Similarly, Blench (2006b,a) re-evaluates the internal lexical evi-
dence with similar conclusions.

The argument for a genetic relation on basis of form-meaning correspon-
dences in noun-classe culminates in Schadeberg (1981b). See the discussion
below on the strengths and weaknesses of noun-class comparison also involv-
ing Niger-Congo.

2.6 Kordofanian and Niger-Congo

The argument for relating Kordofanian and Niger-Congo hinges on paral-
lels in the noun class systems. The lexical evidence was never impressive
and is weakened to near-nothing when the Kadu group is taken out Blench
(2006b,a). Another disagnostic frequently used to de�ne the Niger-Congo
family is verb-extensions Williamson and Blench (2000), but a recent survey
including Kordofanian failed to produce clear such parallels in Kordofanian
Hyman (2007).

As noted, the Lafofa, Talodi, Heiban and (one branch of) Rashad lineages
have noun class systems. All of these undoubtedly have a similar typology
in the following ways:

• The noun-classes are marked by overt (predominantly single-consonant)
pre�xes

• The noun-classes are de�ned by (predominantly alliterative) concord
in the noun phrase and sometimes also as subject pre�xes on the verb

• There are a dozen or more noun-classes that come in singular-plural
pairs (but the same pre�x frequently occurs as the plural of one class
and as the singular of another and vice verse)

• There are a dozen or more noun-classes come in singleton form (i.e.,
not in singular/plural pairs)

• Many noun classes seem to have some correlation with semantic �elds

• Many nouns, sometimes also nouns which take noun class pre�xes, also
take a su�x in the plural

Some of these features are similar to Niger-Congo noun classes, i.e., the
singular-plural pairing, alliterative concord and possibly some aspects of the
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1 3 4 5 6 6a

*HEIBAN gu- gu- j- li- u- -
Frau, Mann, Mensch Baum Pl. zu 3 Ei, Kopf Pl. zu 5 Blut, Fett, Wasser

*TALODI b- b- g- j- m- -
Frau, Mann, Mensch Baum Pl. zu 3 Ei, Kopf Pl. zu 5 Blut, Fett, Wasser

Orig w- w- y- y- - -
(RASHAD) (Menschen) (Baumnamen) Pl. zu 3 Ei Pl. zu 5 Blut, Fett, Wasser

*Westatlantisch gu
¯
- gu- Ci- de- ga- ma-

(Doneux 1975) (Menschen) (Holz, Gewächse) Pl. zu 3 Kopf, Name Pl. zu 5 Blut, Fett, Wasser

*Oti-Volta -Ú ∼ -a -bÚ ∼ be -(y)i ∼ -ki ∼ -i ã� -a -ma
(Manessy 1975) Frau, Mann, Mensch Baum Pl. zu 3 Ei, Kopf Pl. zu 5 Blut, Fett, Wasser

*Togorest o- o- i- li- N-
(Heine 1968) Frau, Mensch (Brennholz) Pl. zu 3 Ei, Kopf, Name Pl. zu 5 Blut, Fett, Wasser

*Benue-Kongo ù- ú (t)í- li- a-
(De Wolf 1971) Frau, Mann, Mensch Pl. zu 3; Bäume Ei, Kopf, Name Pl. zu 5 Blut, Fett, Wasser

*Bantu mù- PP: jù mù- PP: gú mì- PP: gí �i»- PP: dí mà- PP: gá
(Meeussen 1967) Frau, Mann, Mensch Baum Pl. zu 3 Ei, Name Pl. zu 5 Blut, Fett, Wasser

Mba (Ubangi) -V NUM:g- -V NUM: w- -e NUM: Ø le- NUM: l- (-se) -me
(Carrington 1949) Mann Pl. zu 3 Name (Pl. zu 5) Blut, Wasser

Table 6: The table of Kordofanian versus Niger-Congo form-meaning corre-
spondences suggest by Schadeberg (1981b:123).

semantics. The di�erences with Niger-Congo are the large number of single-
ton classes, the presence of additional plural-marking su�xes, and the extent
to which one pre�x can serve as singular or plural depending on the gender
Kihore (1978).

From the very beginning, the question has been whether the similarities
are merely typological � and if so, whether a merely typological similar-
ity has some diagnostic value for genealogical relationship � or, if there are
also form-meaning correspondences which are an even better indicator of
genealogical relationship (Stevenson 1975, Greenberg 1972:190, Tucker and
Bryan 1956:147), cf. the following quote:

�... nirgens auf der Welt ein ähnliches System belegt ist. Die
kaukasischen und australischen Nominalklassensysteme stellen völ-
lig andere Typen dar. Auch ist es högst unwharscheinlich daÿ
die Übereinstimmung auf Entlehnung zurückzuführen ist. (Das
Mbugu in Tansania ist m.E. kein vollvertiges gegenbeispiel, ja
nicht einmail die berümte Ausnahme, die die Regel bestätigt.) In
diesem Licht besehen gewinnt die typologische Übereinstimmung
genügend an Gewicht, um als Argument für die genetische Ver-
wandtschaft zu dienen. Die Übereinstimmung ist jedoch nicht
ausschlieÿlich typologisch ...� (Schadeberg 1981b:124)

The form-meaning correspondences were spelled out by Schadeberg (1981b:123),
reproduced in Table 6, and the widely read simpli�ed version of Schadeberg
(1989:72) is reproduced in Table 7. The tabulated correspondences, at face
value, are certainly impressive.
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1 3 4 5 6 6a
pl of 3 pl of 5

Kordofanian gu- gu- j- li- u- -
people tree egg liquids

Atlantic gV- gu- Ci- de- ga- ma-
(Doneux 1975) people tree names head, name liquids
Oti-Volta V- bV- -Ci ã� -a -ma
(Manessy 1975) people tree egg, head liquids
Togo Remnant o- o- i- li- a- N-
(Heine 1968) people �rewood egg, head, name liquids
Benue-Congo u- u- (t)i- li- a- ma-
(De Wolf 1971) people tree egg, head, name liquids
Bantu NP mu- mu- mi- i»- ma- ma-
(Meeussen 1967) PP ju- gu- gi- li- ga- ga-

people tree egg, name liquids
Mba (Ubangi) -V -V -e -le -me
(Carrington 1949) Num g- w- Ø- l-

man name liquids

Table 7: The simpli�ed table of Kordofanian versus Niger-Congo form-
meaning correspondences suggest by Schadeberg (1989:72).
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However, the abbreviated tables hide a number of complicating circum-
stances. For example, for the Heiban forms, the characteristic nouns for the
*gu-/li- gender are �sh, neck, woman and worm rather than people (Schade-
berg 1981d:138), and where we have better data than 200-word lists (Faris
1978:103), there are at least three genders (1, 4, 6) which include people.
More detailed analysis of Moro Gibbard et al. (2009) shows that the labial
element in gu- is better analysed as not part of the pre�x, just like in the
southeastern branch where the labial element is clearly absent Faris (1978),
so reconstructing the labial element is probably not justi�ed. Similarly, the
tree-gender is based on simply the word for 'tree', but a tree-word with a gu-
/j- noun class is restricted to Central Heiban (Schadeberg 1981d:138) and,
e.g., in extensive data from the southeastern branch there at least three noun
classes which include trees none of which matches both singular gu- and plu-
ral j- (Faris 1978:103). The *li-/u- noun class does include egg, but the
inclusion of head is restricted to the west-central branch.

Thus the view that the noun class form-meanings pairs are the result of
genetic inheritance is not without its problems. On the other hand, one may
ask, if they are not the result of genetic inheritance, where do they come
from? Logically, the possible alternatives are contact, chance or universal
tendencies (or some combination of those).

If they are the result of contact, what would be the exact borrowing
mechanism for borrowing noun classes? One fairly well-attested scenario for
morphological borrowing � referred to as compartmentalization � is where one
language borrows a lot of lexical material containing the morphology of the
source language, and this material is subsequently re-segmented in the target
language and spreads to non-borrowed material. This scenario does not �t
the (internal) Kordofanian situation at all since, lexically, the branches are
quite distinct, lacking massive lexical borrowing in any direction. However,
there is another attested scenario that suggests contact-induced spread of
noun classes is possible without massive lexical borrowing.

Table 8 shows examples of article incorporation in Mauritian Creole. Ar-
ticle incorporation means that (what used to be) an article in French becomes
unsegmentable and fonologically part of its host word. The article loses what-
ever meaning it had, and other means of expressing them are developed, as
shown in Table 9. While most often the de�nite article la incorporates, there
are examples of inde�nite articles and articles in combination with the parti-
tive de, and even the possessive pronoun ma incorporating. The stems may
include borrowings, e.g., laskul, but curiously no Bantu stem is attested with
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lisu le chou 'cabbage'
leker le c÷ur 'heart'
lakaz lacase 'house'
dile du lait 'milk'
dilo/delo de l'eau 'water'
lete l'été 'summer'
zanimo les animaux 'animal'
nam un âme 'soul'
mamer ma mère 'mother superior'
laskul English: school 'Royal College'
matak Swahili: ma-tako 'buttock'

Makonde: ma-tako 'buttock'
lasas la chasse 'verb: to hunt'
latrãp la trempe 'adjective: drunk'

Table 8: Examples of article incorporation in Mauritian Creole from
(Strandqvist 2003:1, 15-17, 24)
.

lipye 'pied' foot
en lipye 'un pied' a foot
lipye-la 'le pied' the foot
ban lipye 'des pieds' feet
ban lipye-la 'les pieds' the feet

Table 9: Expressing plurality and de�niteness in Mauritian Creole without
the inherited French articles (Strandqvist 2003:2).
.
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article incorporation, as Bantu loans are typically loaned with their Bantu
pre�x attached. While the resulting article+stem compound is usually a
noun, there are also cases where the resulting form is an adjective or a verb.
With many such cases, it is easy to see how alliterative concord may emerge.
There is convincing evidence that Mauritian Creole article incorporation is
the result of Bantu contact. In Mauritian Creole over a 1000 cases of article
incorporation are attested, Lousiana Creole has 252 and Haitian Creole has
112 cases, and in Reunionais there are only 12. This corresponds exactly
to the sociohistorically attested amount of Bantu in�uence of the respective
creoles (Strandqvist 2003:27-114).

The contact-induced acquisition of noun class systems scenario is espe-
cially attractive for Lafofa and the Tagoi cluster as this would explain the
vast divergence in typology, lexicon and noun-class forms of these two versus
the Heiban and Talodi groups,

Looking now at chance resemblances, consider the following scenario.
Given two (unrelated) languages with noun class systems, how many form-
meaning correspondences should one expect just by chance? This depends
on the number of noun classes and the number of consonants participating
in the marking of them. In at least Heiban and Talodi, one can easily count
over 20 classes and beyond (depending on how many words need to inhabit
a certain pairing for one to call it a 'class') and �Practically all PT [proto-
Talodi � HH] consonants did function as noun class pre�xes (Schadeberg
1981e:129)�. As a simplistic example, we may consider the following con�g-
uration. There are n places of articulation and k possible semantic classes
(trees, liquids, animates, etc.). Two languages pick m form-meaning pairs
each. The probability of at least x form-meaning matches is then:

P (x) =

∑
x≤i≤m

(
m
i

)(
kn−m
m−i

)
(
kn
m

)
To put the six-fold correspondences of Tables 6 and 7 in perspective, we are
interested in the probability than one gets six form-meaning correspondences
(or more). Counting four places of articulation and same place of articulation
being su�cient for a match, also appears to be in harmony with the six-fold
correspondence table.

With n = 4, k = 13, m = 20, we get P (x ≥ 6) = 0.901
With n = 4, k = 26, m = 20, we get P (x ≥ 6) = 0.148
With n = 4, k = 26, m = 10, we get P (x ≥ 6) < 0.000
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This is to be interpreted as follows. If the two languages have 20 classes
each, if there are relatively few possible semantic classes (here 13), then one
almost certainly should expect (at least) six matches. If, on the other hand,
the number of semantic classes is larger (here 26), it is much less likely,
but still not signi�cantly unlikely. On the other hand, if the two languages
only have 10 classes each, the probability of getting six or more matches is
in�netesimally small.

Calculations like the above involve a number of simplyfying assumptions.
Another way of gauging the chance similarity is to take an unrelated noun-
class language from somewhere else in the world and look for six matches.
The best described non-African noun class language with alliterative concord
and a similar number of noun classes is Yimas of the Lower Sepik-Ramu
family in Papua News Guinea Foley (1991). It has 10x(Sg, Du, Pl) classes
and has agreement on nominal modi�ers and subject in verbs. With a little
leeway, just as in the Kordofanian comparisons, six correspondences are easy
to �nd

• Class I (male humans) has -kn so matches Kordofanian class 1

• Class X (containing e.g. kaw 'bark of sago palm', aympanu 'heavy
piece of wood for pounding grass') has -uk in the sg. and ya- in the
plural so it matches Kordofanian 3, 4

• Class V contains 50% of the Yimas words, incl. egg, head, name and
some liquids. It matches 5 and 6, 6a because it includes -l in the sg,
na- (on verbs) in the sg., and a -ra, -ya in the plural

Related to the above question is exactly how rare are noun class lan-
guages across the world. If by �noun classes� we mean a gender system as
de�ned by agreement which has more than 3 genders (regardless of how they
are marked), then ca 5% of the world's language families exhibit them (not
counting Kordofanian) 16 which make, e.g., phonemic clicks and object ini-
tial word order rarer. Further languages are developing a noun class system

16Arapesh, Yimas (Lower Sepik-Ramu), Gunwinyguan, Ju|Hoan, South Khoisan,
Jalaa, North East Caucasian, Maung (Iwaidjan), Nunggubuyu, Anindilyakwa, Mixtec
(Otomanguean), Urninggank, Nasioi (South Bougainville), Mali (Bainingan), Kol (Bain-
ingan), Marind, Walio (Leonhard Schulze), Duranmin, Saliba-Piaroa, Andoke, Kiowa,
Buna, Yuchi, Äiwoo (Austronesian), Sare (Sepik Hill), Baniwa, Weri (Trans New Guinea),
Chamacoco.
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with alliterative concord via classi�ers. Though it is perhaps unexpected, at
least Munduruku, Saliba-Piaroa, Miraña and Nasioi do get singular-plural
alternation in this path as well. If the Kordofanian noun class systems come
from independent grammaticalization of classi�ers, this has the advantage of
explaining (some of) the dearth of classi�er systems on the African continent
as compared to other continents.

3 Conclusion

It it clear that the basis for including Katla-Tima is very weak. The case
for a genetic Kordofanian unity is not without its problems, and a compet-
ing scenario is contact-induced acquisition of noun class systems especially
by Lafofa and the Tagoi cluster, as this would explain the vast divergence
of these two versus the Heiban and Talodi groups. Likewise, a competing
scenario for a genetic relation of (parts of) Kordofanian with Niger-Congo is
simply that the observed form-meaning correspondences are chance resem-
blances to be expected of languages with the typological feature of noun class
systems.
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0.1. APPENDIX A: SOURCES FORORIGINAL DATAON INDIVIDUAL LANGUAGES1

0.1 Appendix A: Sources for Original Data on

Individual Languages

0.1.1 Heiban

Ko (Fungor/Kau/Nyaro) [fuj]

MacDiarmid, P. A. and MacDiarmid, D. N. (1931). The languages of the
nuba mountains. Sudan Notes and Records, XIV(II):149�162

Faris, J. C. (1978). Nominal classes of the southeastern nuba: Implications
for linguistic science. In Thelwall, R., editor, Aspects of Language in the
Sudan, volume 5 of Occasional Papers in Linguistics and Language Learning,
pages 97�113. Ulster: The New University of Ulster

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981b). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 1: The Heiban
Group, volume 1 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 19-59, 94-99)

Riefenstahl, L. (1991). Die Nuba von Kau. Frankfurt am Main: Ullstein
Sachbuch (Ethnological work containing some words.)

Warnang (Werni) [wrn]

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981b). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 1: The Heiban
Group, volume 1 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 19-59, 99-103)

Heiban (Ebang) [hbn]

Meinhof, C. (1943-1944). Das heiban in kordofan. Zeitschrift für Eingebore-
nensprachen, XXXIV:94�130

MacDiarmid, P. (1928). The grammar of the Nubas of the Heiban region of
Nuba mountains province, Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. PhD thesis, New Zealand:
University of Dunedin

MacDiarmid, P. A. and MacDiarmid, D. N. (1931). The languages of the
nuba mountains. Sudan Notes and Records, XIV(II):149�162

Stevenson, R. C. (1956/1957). A survey of the phonetics and grammatical
structures of the nuba mountain languages, with particular reference to otoro,
katcha and nyimang. Afrika und Übersee, 40, 40, 41, 41, 41:73�84, 93�115,
27�65, 117�152, 171�196 (pp. 27-35)



2

Stebbins, O. M. and Ali, K. (1966). Kitham Gina Giya: The New Tes-
tament in Nuba: Heiban. Khartoum: The Bible Societies

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981b). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 1: The Heiban
Group, volume 1 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 19-59, 68-72)

Unpublished Heiban dictionary

Laro (Laru) [lro]

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981a). Die geschichte der nominalklassen des laru (ko-
rdofanisch). In Berliner Afrikanistische Vorträge: XXI. Deutscher Orien-
talistentag, Berlin 24.-29. März 1980, volume 28 of Marburger Studien zur
Afrika- und Asienkunde: Serie A. Berlin: Dietrich Reimer

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981b). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 1: The Heiban
Group, volume 1 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 19-59, 72-75)

Logol (Lukha) [lof]

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981b). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 1: The Heiban
Group, volume 1 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 19-59, 103-109)

Utoro (Kawama) [otr]

Stevenson, R. C. (1956/1957). A survey of the phonetics and grammatical
structures of the nuba mountain languages, with particular reference to otoro,
katcha and nyimang. Afrika und Übersee, 40, 40, 41, 41, 41:73�84, 93�115,
27�65, 117�152, 171�196 (pp. 27-35)

Bond, H. M., Astbury, M. R., Kwumi, M., Juro, N., Aligen, T., and Kamis,
M. (1966). Nurun, urun un iya un ikaiilo elo: The New Testament in
Nuba: Otoro. Khartoum: The Bible Societies

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981b). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 1: The Heiban
Group, volume 1 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. [19-59, 75-79])

Seligmann, B. Z. (1910-1911). Note on language of the nubas of southern
kordofan. Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, I:167�188

Meinhof, C. (1916-1917j). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 8: Kawama.
Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VII:72�80
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Guest Utoro mss
Ali/Guest/Persson Cwaya text, vocabulary, pronoun mss

Koalib (Rere) [kib]

Meinhof, C. (1916-1917d). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 13: Koalib.
Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VII:133�133

Quint, N. and Kokko, S. A. K. (2006). Phonologie de la langue koalibe:
Dialecte réré (Soudan). Paris: L'Harmattan

Stevenson, R. C. (1956/1957). A survey of the phonetics and grammatical
structures of the nuba mountain languages, with particular reference to otoro,
katcha and nyimang. Afrika und Übersee, 40, 40, 41, 41, 41:73�84, 93�115,
27�65, 117�152, 171�196 (pp. 27-35)

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981b). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 1: The Heiban
Group, volume 1 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 19-59, 59-64)

Mills, W. L. (1967). Tikitadiza Tia: The New Testament in Nuba: Nirere
(Abri). Khartoum: The Bible Societies

Shwai (Shirumba/Schabun) [shw]

Meinhof, C. (1916-1917a). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 10: Schabun.
Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VII:107�109

Rüppell, E. (1829). Reisen in Nubien, Kordofan und dem peträischen
Arabien. Frankfurt am Main: Friedrich Wilmans

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981b). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 1: The Heiban
Group, volume 1 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 19-59, 79-84)

Moro [mor]

Gibbard, G., Rohde, H., and Rose, S. (2009). Moro noun class morphology. In
Matondo, M., McLaughlin, F., and Potsdam, E., editors, Selected proceedings
of the 38th annual conference on African linguistics: linguistic theory and
African language documentation, pages 106�117. Somerville MA: Cascadilla
Proceedings Project

Meinhof, C. (1917-1918b). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 22: Moro.
Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VIII:47�47
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Black, K. and Black, B. (1971). The Moro Language: Grammar and Dic-
tionary, volume 6 of Linguistics Monograph Series. Sudan Research Unit,
University of Khartoum. States authors as "Mr. and Mrs. K. Black". How-
ever, the authors' full �rst names are Keith and Betty

Stevenson, R. C. (1956/1957). A survey of the phonetics and grammatical
structures of the nuba mountain languages, with particular reference to otoro,
katcha and nyimang. Afrika und Übersee, 40, 40, 41, 41, 41:73�84, 93�115,
27�65, 117�152, 171�196 (pp. 27-35)

Edwards, G. and Edwards, A. (1965). Ðarreiðia een TODOamaijan
iði ramwa riðu: The New Testament in Nuba: Moro. Khartoum: The Bible
Societies

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981b). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 1: The Heiban
Group, volume 1 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 19-59, 87-94)

Kossmann, M. (2004). Some moro. Ms

Guest Moro mss

Tira (Kanderma) [tic]

MacDiarmid, P. A. and MacDiarmid, D. N. (1931). The languages of the
nuba mountains. Sudan Notes and Records, XIV(II):149�162

Meinhof, C. (1917-1918c). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 23: Tira.
Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VIII:47�48

Meinhof, C. (1916-1917i). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 7: Kan-
derma. Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VII:64�71

Stevenson, R. C. (1956/1957). A survey of the phonetics and grammatical
structures of the nuba mountain languages, with particular reference to otoro,
katcha and nyimang. Afrika und Übersee, 40, 40, 41, 41, 41:73�84, 93�115,
27�65, 117�152, 171�196 (pp. 27-35)

Watters, K. S. (1993). Status and function of tone in tira. Master's thesis,
University of Nairobi

Seligmann, B. Z. (1910-1911). Note on language of the nubas of southern
kordofan. Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, I:167�188

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981b). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 1: The Heiban
Group, volume 1 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 19-59, 84-87)

Watters Tira vocabulary mss
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Rashad

Tegali (Gom) [ras]

Rüppell, E. (1829). Reisen in Nubien, Kordofan und dem peträischen Ara-
bien. Frankfurt am Main: Friedrich Wilmans

Meinhof, C. (1916-1917b). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 11: Tegele.
Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VII:110�131

Tucker, A. N. and Bryan, M. A. (1966). Linguistic Analyses: The Non-
Bantu Languages of North-Eastern Africa. Handbook of African Languages.
Oxford University Press, 2 edition (pp. 289-298)

Munzinger, W. (1864). Die Deutsche Expedition in Ost-Afrika 1861 und
1862, volume 13 of Ergängzungsheft zu Petermann's Geographischen Mit-
theilungen. Gotha: Justus Perthes

Stevenson, R. C. (1956/1957). A survey of the phonetics and grammatical
structures of the nuba mountain languages, with particular reference to otoro,
katcha and nyimang. Afrika und Übersee, 40, 40, 41, 41, 41:73�84, 93�115,
27�65, 117�152, 171�196 (pp. 46-52)

Tagoi (Orig/Tumale/Tingal) [tag]

Schadeberg, T. C. and Elias, P. (1979). A Description of the Orig Language
(Southern Kordofan) based on the notes of Fr. Carlo Muratori, volume 26
of Koninklijk Museum voor Midden-Afrika: Archief voor Antropologie/Musée
Royale de l'Afrique Centrale: Archives d'Anthropologie. Belgique: Tervuren

Meinhof, C. (1916-1917c). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 12: Rashad.
Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VII:132�132

Tutschek, L. (1848, 1849-1850). On the tumali language. Proceedings of
the Philological Society, III, IV(75, 86):239�254, 138�139 which formed the
basis for t [L]

Meinhof, C. (1915-1916a). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 1: Tagoy.
Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VI:164�181

Tucker, A. N. and Bryan, M. A. (1966). Linguistic Analyses: The Non-
Bantu Languages of North-Eastern Africa. Handbook of African Languages.
Oxford University Press, 2 edition (pp. 289-298)

Meinhof, C. (1915-1916b). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 2: Tu-
male. Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VI:182�205

Stevenson, R. C. (1956/1957). A survey of the phonetics and grammatical
structures of the nuba mountain languages, with particular reference to otoro,
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katcha and nyimang. Afrika und Übersee, 40, 40, 41, 41, 41:73�84, 93�115,
27�65, 117�152, 171�196 (pp. 46-52)

Talodi

Talodi (Jomang) [tlo]

Spronk, T. (2004). A brief description of current talodi orthographies. Oc-
casional Papers in the Study of Sudanese Languages, 9:119�126

Meinhof, C. (1915-1916c). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 3: Talodi.
Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VI:264�284

Seligmann, B. Z. (1910-1911). Note on language of the nubas of southern
kordofan. Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, I:167�188

Stevenson, R. C. (1956/1957). A survey of the phonetics and grammatical
structures of the nuba mountain languages, with particular reference to otoro,
katcha and nyimang. Afrika und Übersee, 40, 40, 41, 41, 41:73�84, 93�115,
27�65, 117�152, 171�196 (pp. 35-43)

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981c). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 2: The Talodi
Group, volume 2 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 16-47, 47-53)

Nding (Eliri) [eli]

Meinhof, C. (1916-1917g). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 4: Eliri.
Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VII:36�50

Seligmann, B. Z. (1910-1911). Note on language of the nubas of southern
kordofan. Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, I:167�188

Stevenson, R. C. (1956/1957). A survey of the phonetics and grammatical
structures of the nuba mountain languages, with particular reference to otoro,
katcha and nyimang. Afrika und Übersee, 40, 40, 41, 41, 41:73�84, 93�115,
27�65, 117�152, 171�196 (pp. 35-43)

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981c). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 2: The Talodi
Group, volume 2 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 16-47, 53-61)

Dagik (Masakin) [dec]

Meinhof, C. (1917-1918a). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 20: Dagig.
Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VIII:46�46
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Stevenson, R. C. (1956/1957). A survey of the phonetics and grammatical
structures of the nuba mountain languages, with particular reference to otoro,
katcha and nyimang. Afrika und Übersee, 40, 40, 41, 41, 41:73�84, 93�115,
27�65, 117�152, 171�196 (pp. 35-43)

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981c). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 2: The Talodi
Group, volume 2 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 16-47, 61-65)

Crocker phonology, discourse, vocabulary mss
Norton phonology mss

Ngile (Daloki) [jle]

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981c). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 2: The Talodi
Group, volume 2 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 16-47, 65-72)

Acheron [acz]

Norton, R. J. (2000). The noun classes of asheron. Occasional papers in the
study of Sudanese languages, 8:23�56

Norton, R. J. (1995). Variation and change in the phonology of asheron.
Master's thesis, University of Essex

Lumun [lmd]

Seligmann, B. Z. (1910-1911). Note on language of the nubas of southern
kordofan. Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, I:167�188

Meinhof, C. (1916-1917k). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 9: Lumun.
Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VII:105�106

Roger Blench Lumun mss
Norton phonology mss

Tocho (Tacho) [taz]

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981c). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 2: The Talodi
Group, volume 2 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 16-47, 72-76)

Roger Blench Lumun mss
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0.1.2 Tegem

Tegem (Lafofa) [laf]

Seligmann, B. Z. (1910-1911). Note on language of the nubas of southern
kordofan. Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, I:167�188 on which Meinhof, C.
(1916-1917h). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 5: Lafofa. Zeitschrift für
Kolonialsprachen, VII:51�56. Based entirely on Brenda Z. Seligmann. 1910-
1911. Note on Language of the Nubas of Southern Kordofan. Zeitschrift für
Kolonialsprachen I:167-188 in based.

Schadeberg, T. C. (1981c). A Survey of Kordofanian Vol 2: The Talodi
Group, volume 2 of Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika: Beiheft. Hamburg:
Helmut Buske (pp. 16-46, 76-84, 167-175)

Stevenson, R. C. (1956/1957). A survey of the phonetics and grammatical
structures of the nuba mountain languages, with particular reference to otoro,
katcha and nyimang. Afrika und Übersee, 40, 40, 41, 41, 41:73�84, 93�115,
27�65, 117�152, 171�196 (pp. 43-46)

0.1.3 Katla-Tima

Katla [kcr]

Meinhof, C. (1916-1917e). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 14: Katla.
Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VII:212�235

Heinitz, W. (1917). Phonographische Sprachaufnahmen aus dem Egyp-
tischen Sudan, volume XXXVIII of Abhandlungen des Hamburgischen Kolo-
nialinstituts. Hamburg: L. Friederichsen. Reihe B: Völkerkunde, Kulturgeschichte
und Sprachen 21

Stevenson, R. C. (1956/1957). A survey of the phonetics and grammatical
structures of the nuba mountain languages, with particular reference to otoro,
katcha and nyimang. Afrika und Übersee, 40, 40, 41, 41, 41:73�84, 93�115,
27�65, 117�152, 171�196

Tucker, A. N. and Bryan, M. A. (1966). Linguistic Analyses: The Non-
Bantu Languages of North-Eastern Africa. Handbook of African Languages.
Oxford University Press, 2 edition

Tima [tms]

Meinhof, C. (1916-1917f). Sprachstudien im egyptischen sudan 15: Tima.
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Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen, VII:236�242
Stevenson, R. C. (1956/1957). A survey of the phonetics and grammatical

structures of the nuba mountain languages, with particular reference to otoro,
katcha and nyimang. Afrika und Übersee, 40, 40, 41, 41, 41:73�84, 93�115,
27�65, 117�152, 171�196

Alamin Mubarak, S. (2009). Tima Word Structure (Noun and Verb). PhD
thesis, University of Khartoum

Dimmendaal, G. J. (2009). Tima. In Dimmendaal, G. J., editor, Cod-
ing Participant Marking: Construction Types in Twelve African Languages,
volume 110 of Studies in Language Companion Series, pages 331�353. Ams-
terdam: John Benjamins

MSS not seen by the present author

DALE [Miss] (Sudan United Mission, Abri). Grammatical notes on Shwai.
[MS.]

EDWARDS [Rev. and Mrs.]. Grammatical notes, vocabulary and sen-
tences in Moro. [MS.]

MILLS [Mrs.]. �ióEóE-English vocabulary; grammatical notes. [MS.]
NOBBS, K. J. 'Linguistic Guide' in Laro; grammatical notes on Otoro

'Linguistic Guide' in Tira. [MS]
[Sudan United Mission, Heiban.] Vocabulary and grammatical notes on

Heiban. [MS.]
[Sudan United Mission, Kauda.] Vocabulary amd grammatical notes on

Otoro and Tira [MS]
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